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ABSTRACT 

 Students in post-secondary health care programs often utilize case studies as a 

mechanism for learning and reinforcing content. In addition, students are increasingly 

taking courses online.  Therefore, an action research-based project was undertaken in a 

high school anatomy and physiology course to identify the impact of case studies and 

online discussions on content acquisition, student interest and engagement. Two 

treatment methods were employed across three separate sections of grade twelve anatomy 

and physiology classes. One treatment included the implementation of case studies 

entirely in class, while the second treatment duplicated the first treatment but included 

additional case analysis via online discussions outside of class time.  The results suggest 

that students can acquire new content through the use of case studies and that students 

generally enjoy and find case studies to be an interesting learning method.  In addition, 

while overall student perceptions of using online discussions were negative, overall 

student test scores across all three case studies were higher, on average, in the treatment 

group that included online discussions. 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

     Tri-County Regional Vocational Technical High School is located in Franklin, 

Massachusetts, a moderately affluent suburb located about an hour outside of Boston.  

While the school itself is in a location considered financially prosperous, the economic 

status of the eleven surrounding towns from which students attend varies considerably.  

The student population consists of just over one thousand students in grade 9 through 12 

with a student population that is largely Caucasian (92%) with only 8% combined 

African American, Asian, Hispanic, Multi-Race and Native American (Demographic 

Information, 2013).  Tri-County is identified by Massachusetts as a "Level 1" school, one 

that meets or exceeds performance ratings based on standardized test scores and 

standards in narrowing achievement gaps (2014 Massachusetts School Report Card 

Overview, 2014).   

     As is common to vocational schools, many families send their children to Tri-County 

so that they may secure a trade and begin working directly out of high school or so they 

may work while they pursue their post-secondary education.  In addition, participation in 

a career-technical program is thought to better match many of the students preferred 

learning styles.  Ninth grade student learning inventories indicate that a majority of 

students identify themselves as kinesthetic (tactile) learners.  The school offers 18 

vocational career programs which students attend every other week, alternating with their 

academic weeks.  Two of these programs, medical careers and dental careers, are in high 

demand, and students are often placed on a waiting list in ninth grade.  Honors anatomy 

and physiology, a course offered exclusively in the senior year, has generally been 
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dedicated to the enrollment of the medical and dental career students as they prepare to 

enter post-secondary programs.  Of late, anatomy and physiology itself has gained in 

popularity, and students from other vocational programs, generally unrelated to the 

medical field, have been electing to take the course.  For example, the class roster for the 

2014-2015 school year includes students from culinary arts, cosmetology, automotive 

collision and graphics.   

     While the anatomy and physiology course is intended to be an upper level honors 

course, it is common for all students in the medical and dental career shops to be 

recommended for this course, regardless if they meet the academic prerequisites.  In 

recent years, the school has added an advanced placement physics course that has drawn 

away many of the students that once enrolled in anatomy and physiology.  In addition, 

the overall demographics of the school enrollment also affects the type of students 

participating in this course. Of the 1017 students currently enrolled at Tri-County at the 

start of this study, 27% were identified as students with disabilities, as compared to a 

state average of just 16% per high school. (Massachusetts Special Education Enrollment, 

2014).  These percentages are also reflective of the vocational career shop enrollments; 

therefore, this honors level anatomy and physiology course can have anywhere from 15 

to 25 percent of students on, or having recently come off, an individualized education 

plan (IEP) or an American with Disabilities Act Section 504 plan. 

     This variety of student learning challenges, combined with a loss of historically 

honors-level students and a population of students who prefer a hands-on approach to 

learning, has resulted in a need for this course to move away from traditional mechanisms 
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of teaching and towards more authentic learning tools that can be easily adapted to 

individual learning needs.  A type of authentic learning tool in which students can apply 

what they have learned in the real world and fit appropriately within such an anatomy and 

physiology class would be case studies.  Case-based learning (CBL) is described in many 

ways, but no matter how it is delivered, the case study method is simply summarized as 

using the power of storytelling to connect students to the content.  By utilizing a story 

where a student encounters the same questions and dilemmas as a professional in the 

field, there is the potential for students to connect theory and content to practice and 

possibly improve content acquisition.   

     The need to provide a differentiated learning environment which improves learning 

for all levels of students in this anatomy and physiology course led to the creation of my 

focus question, Is CBL an effective means to acquire content?  In addition, I identified 

the following sub-questions: How does the use of CBL affect student interest and 

engagement? and What is the impact on content acquisition, student interest and 

engagement when online discussions are used with CBL? 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 The use of case studies as a teaching methodology has a long history in education.  

Over one hundred years ago the classroom presentation of topic-related, real-world 

problems became standard teaching practice at Harvard law school, followed shortly 

thereafter by its use in the business school.  By the late 1960's, a similar methodology, 

problem based learning (PBL), was implemented at the Medical College of McMaster 

University in Canada.  Since then, PBL has become a standard part of most medical 
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school curriculum, allowing students to rehearse for the clinical setting by analyzing 

hypothetical patient cases (Herreid, 2011).   

Davis and Wilcock (2003) describe case studies "as student centered activities 

based on topics that demonstrate theoretical concepts in an applied setting" (p. 3).  

Defined this way, case-based learning is an example of an authentic learning tool that 

includes a complex, real-life scenario where a problem needs a solution.  Using authentic 

situations, like watching a weather report or a social interaction in a non-native language, 

is associated with improving language acquisition for all levels of English language 

learners (Kilickaya, 2004; Daly, 2002).  This same means of contextualizing information 

to better understand culturally linguistic characters can be applied to understanding a 

large body of equally foreign science terms by placing them in an appealing narrative.   

 Although case-based units have been found to spark student interest in the content 

and enhance critical thinking skills (Connie, 1999), the various means by which case-

based teaching is implemented and the various mechanisms employed to describe it have 

made it difficult to compile useful results and pinpoint its effectiveness (Kim et al., 

2006). While many students and teachers report that they enjoy the experience of learning 

through CBL-type strategies and felt that their experiences improved performance on 

assessments, much of the evidence relating to the impact of learning specific to 

improving content acquisition is minimal and has been mixed, especially as it relates to 

multiple-choice assessments (Thistlethwaite et al, 2012; Herreid, 2011).  Despite these 

discrepancies, a 2005 opinion survey found that most educators agree using case studies 

allows students to more effectively bridge the gap between content areas and positively 
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impact the ability to understand the content being learned (Yadav et al., 2007).  A recent 

study discussed that a case-based approach to learning can better prepare future nurses by 

improving their analytical and critical thinking skills while they are still students 

(Lunney, 2009).            

 While many educators are quick to praise critical thinking as an important 

mastery skill, Weissberg (2013) questions the mechanisms for measuring these skills and 

whether they should be prioritized over learning basic content. Indeed, it could be argued 

that solving a problem without an underlying knowledge base introduces unnecessary 

frustration for the student.  Therefore, it is important to identify research related to CBL 

which includes measuring content acquisition.  An investigation of the research on this 

relationship found very few, relatively small studies in science, most of which were done 

at the post-secondary level.  A 2007 study to determine the effectiveness of CBL on 

undergraduates understanding of the concept of cellular respiration found the normalized 

gain of the 75 students that utilized a case study was significantly greater (<g> =0.48) 

than those that underwent a traditional, lecture-based learning experience (<g> =0.12) 

(Rybarczyk et al, 2007). Cliff and Wright (1996) found exam performance of college 

students taking human anatomy and physiology improved when directed case studies 

were incorporated in conjunction with traditional teaching methods. Comparisons of pre 

and post-test scores of 165 first year medical students at Al-Baath University found that a 

greater number of students obtained a passing score on the unit formative assessment 

after including case studies into a gross anatomy course (Sabbagh, 2013).  A pilot study 

conducted on 12 students at risk of failing a surgical nursing certification exam found that 
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after a remediation course which included case-based, live simulations, all 12 students 

not only passed the post-test but had scores which exceeded the national average (Herbert 

& Peterson, 2010). Another study of 40 dental students in China found students who 

received CBL versus a lecture based experience had an overall higher average test score 

(90%) than those that did not (83%) (Du et al., 2013).   

 Although the majority of evidence on the use of case studies in science is found at 

the post-secondary level, some studies do exist at the high school level.  Eneroth (2011) 

observed growth in content understanding and student interest when high school biology 

students were exposed to case studies in addition to traditional teaching methods.  After 

the completion of her action-based research, growth in student achievement (N=36) as it 

related to knowledge, analysis and evaluation-based questions was observed for both case 

study treatment units.   

 Another consideration regarding the use of case-based learning is in the 

implementation and design of the case. The key to a successful learning experience is 

found both in the design of the case and in the teacher-leader presenting the case (Kim et 

al., 2006). When a case is designed properly, as the body of evidence unfolds, it can 

effectively replace the role of the facilitator and may even better engage under-

represented populations in the sciences such as women and non-science majors (Herreid, 

Kang, Lundeberg, & Wolter, 2011).   

 Case studies designed to allow students to work in small groups, either prior to 

the case presentation or within the case discovery process, appear to result in more 

positive student perceptions and test results specific to the case content (Marshall & 
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Nykamp, 2010).  When students are supported in this analytical process with peers 

participating in the problem solving, they are better able to consider alternate 

perspectives on solving the problem (McDade, 1995). A study by Bowe, Voss, and Aretz 

(2009) reported that instructor observations of first year medical students working in 

small expert groups in advance of a large class case discussion, saw more students more 

actively participate in the case discussion, and the quality and depth of the discussion 

exceeded instructor expectations.  In this same study, opinion surveys found the majority 

of students rated the use of case studies as excellent or very good, and small group study 

sessions were the most beneficial in helping students make connections between basic 

science principles and solving clinical problems.  In addition, the use of case discussions 

allowed students to make better connections between basic science concepts and the 

mechanism of disease, a skill, the study suggests, medical students seem to lack.   

 Small group settings for students to review case materials can be made available 

through an online learning environment. As a means of reinforcing small group 

discussions, many colleges and universities have also included online discussion 

components to their curriculum in the form of web-assisted or hybrid style courses.  

Malloy and DeNatale (2001) found that when case studies and online discussions with a 

diverse group of peers were combined, nursing students had a greater level of motivation 

and interest. In addition, depth of analysis was observable as group discussions identified 

gaps in knowledge.  The study also found this type of strategy reduces the role of the 

teacher as instructor, moving them instead toward the role of facilitator, empowering 

students towards a personal, individual discovery processes.   
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 While future students are likely to encounter a web component in their courses, a 

recent survey reports that 7.1 million people were taking at least one online course in 

2013; therefore, the likelihood that current high school students will be enrolled in fully 

online courses is also likely (Allen & Seaman, 2014). There are numerous studies with 

evidence to support that learning experiences are as good or better when students take 

courses online. A 2010 meta-analysis by the U.S. Department of Education found that 

students enrolled in online or partly online courses outperformed peers taking only 

traditional courses (U.S. Department of Education, 2009).  Some interesting studies also 

exist which identify that online case studies are an effective means of learning.  A recent 

study compiled the scores of two high stakes nursing exams and found that students 

enrolled in preparation programs which involved case studies had a significantly higher 

pass rate than those that did not.  In addition, the study found that online case studies 

were used by schools as a means to remediate students at risk of failing (Young, Rose, & 

Wilson, 2012).  With the enrollment of post-secondary students in online or web-assisted 

courses increasing, the evidence that CBL enhances learning and student perceptions of 

science, it is of interest to identify what impacts, if any, the two learning methods have on 

one another.  

METHODOLOGY 

 The primary purpose of the study was to identify whether case-based learning 

(CBL) in a high school anatomy and physiology class is an effective means to improve 

content acquisition and enhance student interest and engagement.  Secondly, this project 

aims to determine if participation in online discussions in conjunction with the case study 
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has any impact on the primary focus questions.  The research methodology for this 

project received an exemption by Montana State University's Institutional Review Board 

and compliance working with human subjects was maintained (Appendix A).  It is 

important to note that, while I had taught this particular subject for the past eight years 

and hope to return to teaching it next year, I am not currently the classroom teacher.  

Prior to the start of the school year, I provided specific case study topic areas to the 

classroom teacher to ensure the content was not inadvertently covered in class and to 

schedule an appropriate time for their implementation.  While I worked closely with the 

current classroom teacher from a scheduling perspective, the case study materials were 

not given to the classroom teacher in advance.  The case studies were administered by 

myself as stand-alone mini-units without the classroom teacher having formally presented 

and assessed any of the content prior to each.  

 Three sections of senior anatomy and physiology honors participated in the 

treatments, one section of 23 students, the second, 15 and the third, 19.  An informed 

consent form was required by the administration (Appendix B).  Of the 57 total students 

enrolled, 49 signed consent forms.  One case study each was embedded into the skeletal, 

muscular and nervous system units.  The first case study was titled "Forensic 

Examination of an Unknown Skeleton", the second, "It was a Hot August Afternoon...." 

was on the physiology of the neuromuscular junction, and the last, "Mini Cases in 

Psychoactive Drugs and their Effects on the Brain", focused on brain neurotransmitters 

(Appendices C, D, E).  Each of the three case studies were modified, with permission, 

from three originally published through the National Center for Case Study Teaching in 
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Science.  For the first case study, background and content were supported by materials 

that mimicked those students would likely encounter in real life, for example, images of 

x-rays, MRI's and various other artifacts.  For the second two, teacher-chosen video clips 

and content-rich background materials helped move students through the case.  The case 

study delivery method was similar to the interrupted case method as described by Herreid 

(2005). In this delivery method, an initial problem scenario is presented, followed by 

brainstorming and student analysis, then additional sections (Part II, III, etc) of the case 

are revealed and stepped through following further case analysis, continuously 

uncovering pieces of information or evidence to address the initial scenario.  Each case 

study was separated by approximately four weeks starting in mid-January and ending at 

the end of March, 2015. 

 Each case study was modified into two separate delivery methods that will be 

referred to as in-class and hybrid.  The first section of 23 students received the hybrid 

treatment while the other two sections received the in-class treatment.  For both treatment 

methods, case background and materials were identical and presented in small 

components with analysis and content acquisition staggered across 2 to 3, 84-minute 

periods.  In all three sections, students spent the majority of time working on the case 

studies in class either individually or in small, student-selected groups.  Over the course 

of the implementation, student assistance was provided primarily to clarify objectives 

but, as much as possible, students were redirected to answer their questions through 

analysis of what they already learned or by redirecting them to search the internet or to a 
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peer.  One to two, short (5-10 minute) whole class teacher-led reinforcement sessions 

also occurred a few times over the course of case implementation.   

 Within the hybrid section, students were also required to participate in additional 

case analysis via an asynchronous online discussion immediately following all in-class 

exposure to the case materials.  The online discussion was open for an entire week 

following in class implementation, during which time all sections were working on 

writing their case reports.  While the online discussion was initially meant to be done 

outside of class, many students used extra time at the end of the last class to start posting 

and to get assistance with their first online discussion experience. The instructor provided 

initial prompts and fairly minimal feedback (approximately 5-10 posts) within each 

online discussion to ensure students remained on task and were moving towards case 

objectives.   

 In addition to tabulating student participation rates for each case study, student 

posts were also assessed for depth and accuracy based on the Online Discussions Rubric 

(Appendix F).  To assist in measuring their usefulness as a learning tool in support of the 

case study content, two elements of the rubric were analyzed, Addresses the Question and 

Substantive Nature (Depth) of post.  For each element category, student comments were 

placed on a descending point scale of four through one, which was separately applied to 

each individual post. For the first element, Addresses the Question, point values of four 

through one were ascribed depending on whether the response was thoroughly addressed, 

mostly addressed, partly addressed or failed to address the case study question or initial 

prompt.  For the second element, Substantive Nature (Depth), point values of four 
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through one were correlated to posts identified as very substantive, substantive, needs 

more detail or not substantive.  For each CBL unit, the average percent of posts for each 

posting element were calculated and presented in a bar graph and compared across the 

two treatment groups. 

 While the addition of the online discussion is what differed for the hybrid group, 

each treatment group were presented with the same materials, presented in the same order 

and were measured on the same content using identical assessments for each treatment.  

Prior to and immediately following each of the case study units, students took a pretest 

and posttest to identify any changes in existing content knowledge (Appendices G-I).  To 

begin assessing the first focus question "Is CBL an effective means to acquire content?", 

normalized gain (g) for each student and the average normalized gain for each case study 

were calculated and presented in a dot plot.  Mean, median and mode scores were also 

calculated and included within a box and whisker plot comparison of overall pre and 

posttest scores.  A pre and posttest score comparison by treatment group for each case 

study was also generated and presented in a box and whisker plot in order to address the 

sub-question "What is the impact on content acquisition, student interest and engagement 

when online discussions are used with CBL?"  In addition, the Wilcoxon Signed Rank 

Test was used to compare p-values between the pre and posttest scores both overall and 

between the two treatment groups to determine if the scores were statistically significant 

and could be correlated to the implementation of the case studies.    

 At the conclusion of each case study, students wrote a final case report based on 

the Forensic Skeleton, Neuromuscular Junction and Brain Physiology Rubrics to measure 
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content acquisition specific to each case study (Appendices J-L).  Treatment group grade 

averages on the write-up were used to help validate any observed changes in pre and 

posttest scores.  In addition, points obtained for content specific areas of the rubric were 

analyzed to determine if differences in particular content areas existed.  

   Additional data specific to measuring interest and engagement were collected 

through two online surveys given prior to the first and immediately following the third 

unit.  Both the Markham Pretreatment and Posttreatment Student Survey's include a 

mixture of matrix, Likert-style, yes/no and open response questions (Appendices M-N).  

Both confidential surveys were taken on the school's online learning management system, 

Itslearning. The survey's aim was to measure student perceptions related to the level of 

usefulness and interest of case studies in general, as well as the means by which they 

were delivered.  Average student response percentages for each matching section of the 

pre and post survey were analyzed and a stacked bar graph displaying the data by 

treatment group is presented for comparison.   

 Finally, a minimum of two classroom observation of the students from a peer 

teacher occurred during each case study week. The Peer Observation Feedback Form was 

completed by each observer during the observation to measure student engagement and 

understanding of objectives (Appendix O).  Answers to the Peer Observation Feedback 

Form questions related to students understanding of CBL unit objectives were used to 

validate similar questions in the Markham Posttreatment Student Survey.  As both 

quantitative and qualitative data will be collected and measured, a Data Triangulation 
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Matrix has been created to help synthesize answers to the focus question and sub 

questions (Table 1).   

Table 1 

Data Triangulation Matrix 

 

DATA AND ANALYSIS 

 For ease of discussion going forward, the first case study "Forensic Examination 

of an Unknown Skeleton" will be referred to as CS1 (case study one), the second, "It was 

a Hot August Afternoon...." as CS2 (case study two) and the last, "Mini Cases in 

Psychoactive Drugs and their Effects on the Brain" as CS3 (case study three).  

Comparison of the CS1, CS2 and CS3 Pre and Posttest scores show an overall increase in 

content acquisition for each case study.  Analysis of the mean scores for each pre and 

posttest shows CS2 had the greatest increase, from 20% to 79%, or a difference of 59% 

Focus Question Data Source 1 Data Source 2 Data Source 3 Data Source 4 

Primary Question: 

1.   Is CBL an 

effective means to 

acquire content? 

Case Study 

Pre- & Posttest 

Scores 

Written Case 

Report Scores 

Online 

discussion 

analysis 

(address the 

question and 

depth of 

response) 

 

Sub-Question: 

2.  How does CBL 

affect student 

interest and 

engagement? 

Markham Pre 

& 

Posttreatment 

Student Survey 

Peer 

Observation  

Feedback Form 

Online 

discussion 

participation 

rates 

 

Sub-Question: 

3.   What is the 

impact on content 

acquisition, student 

interest and 

engagement when 

online discussions 

are used with CBL? 

 

Online 

discussion 

participation 

rates 

Online 

discussion 

analysis 

(addressing the 

question and 

depth of 

response) 

Case Study Pre- 

& Posttest 

Scores 

Written Case 

Report Scores 
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(N=45). In comparison, the difference of pre and posttest means for CS1 was only 33% 

(N=42) and only 10% for CS3 (N=45) (Figure 1).  Mean, median and mode scores were 

very close for all posttests except for the CS2 posttest, in which the mode was 92, the 

median was 85 and the mean was 79.  A Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was performed on 

the pre and posttest scores for each case study for each class section (Table 1).  All class 

sections and cases except the last case study in class section three had p-values well 

below 0.05, indicating the overall test results observed are most likely not due to chance 

and could be correlated with the implementation of the case studies. 

 

 

Figure 1. Box-and-Whisker plot overall comparison of pre and posttest scores for each 

case study, (N=42, 45 and 45 for CS1, CS2 and CS3, respectively).  Medians are 

represented by the line in the center of each box and mean scores are reported above or 

below each line.  Stars (*) represent outliers. 

27% 

60% 

20% 

42% 

32% 

79% 
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Table 2 

Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test p-values 

  CS1 CS2 CS3 

Section 1 

(N=19) 1.41E-04 4.19E-05 0.019 

Section 2 

(N=10) 0.004 0.009 0.024 

Section 3 

(N=16) 0.001 0.001 0.968 

 

 

 In addition to comparing overall averages, normalized gain (g) for each student 

along with an average normalized gain for each case study were calculated (Figure 2).   

While the average normalized gain increased for each case study, the data showed a 

significantly wide range in the last case study, CS3, in which 20 out of the 45 students 

actually had zero or a negative gain.  The greatest gains are observed in the second case 

study, with the first and third case studies having the second and third highest gains, 

correlating to the overall test score trends observed above. 
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Figure 2. Dotplot comparison of normalized gain (g) by case study, (N=42, 45 and 45 for 

CS1, CS2 and CS3, respectively).  Each dot represents the normalized gain for each 

student who took both the pre and post test for each case study.  Average normalized gain 

are identified in boxes within each case study row. 

 

 To begin to address the impact of online discussions on content acquisition, CS1, 

CS2 and CS3 Pre and Posttest scores were compared between the hybrid and in-class 

groups (Figure 3).  Similar trends are observed in the comparison of pre and posttest 

means, ranking CS2 with the highest pre and posttest mean difference, followed by CS1 

and then CS3.  The treatment group comparison showed that the hybrid group obtained a 

higher average score than the in-class group for each case study (N=19 for hybrid/CS1, 

.46 

.74 

.11 
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N=22 for hybrid/CS2 and CS3, N=23 for in-class).  However, calculating the differences 

 

Figure 3. Box-and-Whisker Plot comparison of pre and posttest scores by treatment 

group, (N=19 for hybrid/CS1, N=22 for hybrid/CS2 & CS3, N=23 for in-class).  Medians 

are represented by the line in the center of each box and mean scores are reported above 

or below each line. 

 

between the pre and posttest averages between groups found CS1 and CS2 to be very 

close to or have no difference between the hybrid and in-class groups while the third case 

study showed the hybrid group had over double the difference in the average score as 

compared to the in-class group (Table 3).  Average normalized gains for the hybrid and 

in-class groups were also calculated and have been compared (Table 4).  While small, the 

normalized gain for the hybrid group is higher for all three cases while the average gain 

for the in-class group is lower than the overall gain calculation for all students. 

 

30% 

65% 

25% 

57% 

23% 

17% 

82% 

36% 

76% 

28% 

51% 

34% 
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Table 3 

Percent difference between Pre and Posttest Averages by Treatment Group 

  

hybrid % 

difference 

in-class % 

difference 

CS1 35% 32% 

CS2 59% 59% 

CS3 15% 6% 

(N=19 for hybrid/CS1, N=22 for hybrid/CS2 & CS3, N=23 for in-class) 

Table 4 

Comparison of Normalized Gain (g) by Treatment Group 

 

Average (g) 

for all 

students 

Average (g) 

for hybrid 

group 

Average 

(g) for in-

class 

group 

CS1 0.46 0.48 0.40 

CS2 0.74 0.76 0.72 

CS3 0.11 0.18 0.07 

(N=42, 45 and 45 for CS1, CS2 and CS3, respectively) 

 Another measure of content acquisition was student case reports, written the week 

following the in-class implementation of the case studies and graded according to the 

CS1, CS2 and CS3 Case Report Rubrics.  The overall participation in completing the case 

reports was fairly low, on average only 59% of all students handed in case reports for 

each case study.  I also noted when grading the cases many students copied directly from 

the internet or between peers.  Therefore, for validity purposes, I decided to analyze only 

those students who completed all three case reports that included content not copied from 

the internet and who were present for and completed all three pre and posttests.  This 

selection process resulted in just 19 total students meeting these parameters, 8 from the 

hybrid group and 8 from the in-class group.  Data from the comparison of the case reports 

show that average case report percentages for the hybrid group were 14% higher for CS1 

and 8% higher for CS2 but 2% lower for the last case study (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Bar graph comparison of the average scores for each case report write-up by 

treatment group, (N=19).  Mean scores are reported at the top of each bar. 

 

 To determine if there was any correlation between test scores and case report 

scores between treatment groups, scatterplots of the relationship between case report 

grade percentages and normalized gain for each case study were plotted (N=19) (Figure 

5, Figure 6 & Figure 7).  For the students compared, no significant correlation can be 

seen between treatment groups for CS2 and there is a small, positive correlation observed 

between these variables for CS3 however, many data points are fairly distant from the 

regression line  for CS3 (Figure 6, Figure 7).  However, data points for the first case 

study do have the best fit to the regression line, which shows that the hybrid group scored 

both higher on the case reports and had higher normalized gains on the posttest than 

compared to the in-class group (Figure 5).   

88% 

74% 
69% 

61% 
65% 

67% 
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Figure 5. Scatterplot of the relationship between normalized gain for CS1 and the case 

report percentages for CR1 by treatment group, (N=19).   

 

 

Figure 6. Scatterplot of the relationship between normalized gain for CS2 and the case 

report percentages for CR2, (N=19). 
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Figure 7. Scatterplot of the relationship between normalized gain for CS3 and the case 

report percentages for CR3, (N=19).  

 

 To continue determining what impact the online discussion requirement may have 

had on the hybrid group, a count of the total posts per case study were plotted in a pie 

graph (Figure 8).  Within each section of the pie, the average discussion post score for 

both the "Addresses the Question" (abbreviated AQ) and "Substantive Nature (Depth) of 

Post" (abbreviated D) Online Discussion Rubric categories have been included 

(Appendix F).  We can see from this data that the first case study had the greatest number 

of posts, about 25% more than the second and third case studies which both had similar 

participation rates.  While the first case study had more discussion posts, average 

discussion posts scores for the AQ and D rubric categories were not significantly 

different across the three case studies.  While the depth and accuracy of student posts 

were fairly consistent, it is possible that the nearly double rate of participation in CS1 
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(Figure 8) may have accounted for the significantly higher CS1 written case report 

averages which were nearly double that of CS2 (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 8. Pie graph of the percentage of posts and average discussion scores for rubric 

categories for each case study, (N=22). Note: AQ= Addresses the Question and D= 

Substantive Nature (Depth) of Post.    

 

 Finally, a comparison of case posttest scores relative to student participation in 

the online discussion within the hybrid group was done (Figure 9, Figure 10).  

Comparisons were only drawn for CS2 and CS3 as the only student who did not 

participate in the online discussions for CS1 also did not take the posttest.  Figure 9 and 

Figure 10 both show that more students that participated in the online discussion had 

higher posttest scores than those students in the hybrid group who did not.  In addition, 

AQ=3.58 

D=3.18 

AQ=3.45 

D=3.04 

AQ=3.39 

D=3.02 
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mean posttest scores for students who did participate in the online discussion were also 

higher than students who did not participate, by 14% for CS2 and 16% for CS3. 

 

Figure 9. CS2 Posttest scores comparison of students who did and did not participate in 

the online discussion for CS2, (N=22).  The y-axis represents the frequency of student 

scores and the x-axis represents the posttest score percentages.    

 

Mean=70% 

Mean=84% 
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Figure 10. CS3 posttest scores comparison of students who did and did not participate in 

the online discussion for CS3, (N=22).  The y-axis represents the frequency of student 

scores and the x-axis represents the posttest score percentages.     

 

 Lastly, survey data and peer observation data were analyzed.  According to the 

Markham Post Treatment Survey, 47% of students most enjoyed CS1 as compared to 

CS2 (19%) or CS3 (34%) (N=47).  A comparison of the corresponding Likert-style 

questions from the Markham Pre and Post Treatment surveys are presented in Table 5 

(Appendix M & N).  Percentages for non-answered questions have been removed.  From 

pre to post survey, over 30% more students agreed or strongly agreed that they enjoy 

using case studies as a way to learn as opposed to only 5% more disagreeing or strongly 

disagreeing (N=47).  As to whether students found case studies a more interesting way to 

learn, over 25% more students agreed or strongly agreed while less than 10% more 

disagreed or strongly disagreed.  About an equal number of students (8.9%) who 

Mean=40% 

Mean=56% 
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previously agreed that case studies effectiveness could be attributed to the way they 

mimic real life scenarios now disagreed (8.5%) with this statement.  While 9% less 

students agreed that case studies are effective because they are more student-centered, 

many of these students may have joined the greater number of students who now strongly 

agreed with this statement.  Similar trends are observed regarding whether case studies 

would allow students to apply what they have learned to the real world, 3% less students 

agreed with the statement but 7.1% more strongly agreed.  The last statement clearly 

showed that significantly more students (over 30% combined) disagreed or strongly 

disagreed from pre to post survey that online discussion groups helped to support 

understanding of the course material.    

 While most of the Likert-style questions indicate a positive correlation between 

case studies and student interest, the data from the yes/no aligned survey questions 

indicates the majority of students still do not want to use case studies or online 

discussions either as a graded or non-graded assignment (Table 6).  The greatest negative 

change observed in the yes/no questions was that 14.3% of students who once wanted to 

use case studies as a non-graded class assignment on the pre survey now did not want to 

use them according to the post survey.  The data clearly shows that students did not 

perceive the online discussions to be a useful tool in analyzing the case reports. 
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Table 5 

Pre and Post Survey Summary Data for Aligned Likert-Style Questions 

  

Strongly 

Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree   

5. In general, I enjoy using case 

studies as a way to learn. 

1.90% 13.20% 66% 13.20% 5.70% pre 

8.50% 38.30% 29.80% 17% 6.40% post 

6. Compared to traditional 

techniques (lecture, labs, 

worksheets, reading text, 

quizzes, etc), case studies are a 

more interesting way to learn. 

3.8% 30.2% 49.1% 11.3% 3.80% pre 

14.9% 44.7% 19.1% 19.1% 2.1% post 

7. Compared to traditional 

techniques (lecture, labs, 

worksheets, reading text, 

quizzes, etc), case studies are a 

more effective way to learn the 

course material. 

1.9% 20.8% 66% 7.5% 3.8% pre 

6.4% 31.9% 36.2% 19.1% 6.4% post 

8. Case studies are an effective 

teaching tool to use because 

they mimic real life scenarios. 

11.3% 64.2% 24.5% 0% 0% pre 

12.8% 55.3% 23.4% 8.5% 0% post 

9. Case studies are an effective 

teaching tool because they 

allow the student (rather than 

the teacher) to direct their own 

learning. 

5.7% 45.3% 39.6% 9.4% 0% pre 

17% 36.2% 31.9% 14.9% 0% post 

10. Using case studies will 

allow me to apply what I've 

learned in the real world better 

than traditional teaching 

methods and assessments 

(lecture, notes, tests). 

5.7% 41.5% 43.4% 7.5% 0% pre 

12.8% 38.3% 40.4% 4.3% 4.3% post 

11. Participation in online 

discussion groups helps 

support your understanding of 

course material. (% only for 

hybrid students) 

1.9% 24.5% 58.5% 15.1% 0% pre 

0.0% 15.5% 37% 37% 10.5% post 

(N=47) 
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Table 6 

Pre and Post Survey Summary Data for Yes/No Aligned Questions 

  Yes No   

Would you want to use case studies 

as a graded class assignment? 

35.80% 64.20% pre 

36.20% 63.80% post 

Would you want to use case studies 

as a non-graded assignment (for 

example as an interesting way to 

apply what you are learning to the 

real world)?   

75.50% 24.50% pre 

72.30% 27.70% post 

Would you want to use online 

discussion groups as a graded class 

assignment? 

18.90% 81.10% pre 

17.00% 83.00% post 

Would you want to use online 

discussion groups as a non-graded 

assignment (for example as a means 

to collaborate with peers on an 

assignment, to study, etc? 

71.70% 28.30% pre 

57.40% 42.60% post 

(N=47) 

 

 As a measure of student engagement, during each case study five of my co-

workers completed eight Peer Observation Forms during one or more case study 

(Appendix O).  Based on peer feedback, 100% of students appeared on task and 90% or 

more students appeared to understand most or all of the objectives across all three cases.  

My peers also found the majority of students (60%) did not appear confused or stuck at 

all or less than half the time during any case.  However, during the second case study, the 

regular class teacher felt that some (50-89%) students appeared confused and stuck and 

during the third case study she felt that most (90-99%) of the students appeared confused 

and stuck at any given time. This correlates with my observations as well, as overtime it 

appeared students lost momentum in working through the cases, perhaps because they did 

not find them as interesting as the first case. 
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 In the Markham Post Survey students answered questions nearly identical to those 

in the Peer Observation Form except that in the survey students were asked to measure 

the relative percentage of time whereas my peers were measuring the relative number of 

students.  The post survey results showed 68% of students felt they understood case 

objectives all or most of the time during the first case study, while a slightly smaller 

majority of students understood case objectives most or some of the time for the second 

and third case study (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11. Average percentage of time students felt they understood case study 

objectives, (N=47).      

 

 In regards to the relative perception of feeling confused about case study 

objectives, again, the first case study showed the greatest percentage of students (64%) 

either never confused or confused less than half of the time.  The second and third case 

studies showed a slightly larger number of students (about 60%) were confused less than 
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half or some of the time (Figure 12).  It is also of note that the most time students felt 

confused was during the third case study and the most time they felt stuck was during the 

second case study (Figure 12, Figure 13).  
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Figure 12. Average percentage of time students felt confused about case study objectives, 

(N=47).      
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Figure 13. Average percentage of time students felt "stuck" and could not move forward 

without teacher assistance, (N=47).      

 

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION 

 While I am satisfied that I can answer "yes" to my primary focus question 

regarding whether case studies are an effective means to acquire content, it is not 

surprising an overall positive gain in content acquisition occurred with a design as simple 

as a pre and posttest given on either side of the case study.  A stronger method of 

comparison in the future might be to measure the gains between a case study and a 

traditional technique, like lecture or PowerPoint.  However, after reviewing the data I was 

most drawn to consider why the gains were significantly different between each case 

study.  My conclusions is that the differences in the test format, content delivery, case 

presentation and materials were significant factors in these differences.     
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The majority of the CS1 Pre and Posttest was fill in the blank and short answer.  

The reason I chose a more open response format for CS1 was to see if embedding new 

vocabulary in the case would increase the likelihood of students using the new 

vocabulary in the assessment.  Therefore, I gave more points for students who used 

content-specific vocabulary and fewer points to students who provided a correct 

description but lacked the new vocabulary.  The fact that many students attempted and 

gave relatively accurate descriptions but lacked vocabulary might intimate that case 

studies are better at developing an underlying descriptive knowledge rather than 

strengthening rote memorization skills.   

Even though it was the case study students liked the least, CS2 showed almost 

double the posttest gains than the other two cases, either analyzed alone or by treatment 

group.  The assessment for CS2 was about half multiple choice and half labeling with a 

word bank for reference.  The labeling diagram on the pre and posttest closely resembled 

one the students had to analyze and complete during the case study, therefore, the 

familiarity to the diagram may have been a positive factor.  In general, I feel the 

significantly higher gains for CS2 is the multiple modes of presentation, more teacher-

directed whole-class discussions, small group discussions, web animations and labeling 

diagrams provided allowed students to consider the content through a more differentiated 

lens.   

The assessment for CS3, as well as the timing of the assessment, also differed.  

First, the majority of the assessment for CS3 was matching with only a few multiple 

choice answers.  A second difference was that this was the only post assessment that was 
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not given immediately after the case study was completed.  In order to accommodate the 

classroom teachers curriculum schedule, it was given about 10 days later.  Also, the 

classroom teacher indicated she did a few, brief review sessions with the classes before 

giving the test, whereas she acted primarily as a classroom observer for the other two 

cases.  Perhaps the timing, introduction of additional content and intervention on behalf 

of the classroom teacher is the reason the p-values for one class section of the third case 

study were greater than 0.5 (Table 2) and, perhaps, affected the validity of the CS3 

posttest scores in general. 

I also feel since the teacher did not have the cases in advance and we agreed that 

she would not present any of the case content in class in advance adds to the validity of 

the pretest scores.  Also, since the cases were fairly complex, stand-alone, isolated 

insertions presented by myself and much different from the generally traditional 

classroom learning techniques being utilized according to the teacher, adds to the validity 

of the posttest scores.  Therefore, if simply measuring the effectiveness of the case 

materials rather than a comparison to other teaching techniques, I feel the data supports 

content acquisition is enhanced when case studies are the content delivery method.   

As for the focus sub question regarding the impact of online discussions on 

content acquisition, I am satisfied that the hybrid group did benefit from having the extra 

ability to read and analyze the content through the online discussions.  Overall, students 

in the hybrid group had higher average posttest scores, higher normalized gains and 

higher case report grades than students in the in-class group.   While I can't definitively 

"point the finger" at online discussions as being the cause of the higher scores, an 
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assumption can be made that having that group of students do something that required 

them to process the content above and beyond the in-class group likely increased the 

chance they would acquire the content.  Indeed, the data found that even within the 

hybrid group, students who participated in the online discussions scored higher, on 

average, on each posttest than their peers who did not.  However, I do wonder if we 

would have seen higher scores in general for students who always complete assigned 

work (aka the "over achievers") regardless of the assignment type? 

While I would have liked to see more students become more positive about 

utilizing online discussions, the results are no more surprising than if I had asked students 

if they felt extra home work helped them learn better.  As with any new curriculum tool, 

modifications are always required but with online discussions it is more complicated than 

reformatting a question or changing the font on a worksheet, it is a complex template 

upon which ideas and thoughts have to be gently fostered through peer and teacher 

communication.  This type of communication is not only challenging for the teacher but 

also for the student new to online discussions. I feel that as my experience ushering 

students through online discussions increases, and students use of the tool increases, 

student perceptions on their usefulness will also increase.  One student survey comment 

hinted at this possibility stating " It was nice to see how others thought about things, but I 

didn't think it (online discussions) was useful." 

I do believe that interest and engagement in using case studies did improve but 

that, again, students need more time to familiarize themselves with the method.  A review 

of comments from the post survey indicate that students felt case studies were more 
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enjoyable and interesting because they involved potential real-life scenarios, were a 

change from traditional learning experiences and allowed for more student-based learning 

in groups.  One student commented in the post survey "I enjoyed how it was different 

from the typical note taking and how we could collaborate and share ideas with each 

other." while another said "They allowed for a different way of learning and gave real life 

meaning to what we were learning." 

However, I think it is likely that if I had been the classroom teacher, there would 

have been more written case reports produced and greater participation in discussions, 

which in turn, may have impacted both test and survey data.  Since I wanted the case 

materials to "speak" to the students I often redirected questions back to the students rather 

than just answering directly, which is a difference between myself and the classroom 

teacher.  Not having the ability and time to answer student questions once the case was 

over or to monitor and comment in the discussions more may have discouraged some 

students who were already confused but did not ask for support while I was there.  

Indeed, the majority of student comments regarding why they did not like the case studies 

were because they were "too confusing", "did not have enough time" and felt "more 

explanation" was needed.  One student commented "I felt it was harder to learn the 

material in a short amount of time. It was more confusing and unclear to learn from 

reading and websites than it is to learn the material from a teacher."  In conclusion, not 

having been the classroom teacher I think may have been one of the most significant 

factors affecting all outcomes.   
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VALUE 

 Had you asked whether I valued the role educational research played in my 

classroom, I'd likely tell you I was too busy worrying about what lesson I was going to do 

the next day or how one of the regular discipline challenges was going to act in class 

tomorrow.  Through this process I've gained a whole new respect for data, which is 

perhaps surprising for a science teacher.  Data is massive, its collection and statistical 

analysis are still well beyond my understanding; however, I will never listen to another 

professional development topic without thinking to myself, where is the data coming 

from or how was it analyzed.  I'd like to forward my understanding of this type of 

analysis through further graduate work so that the next time I pick up an education 

research paper I'll know what to look for and might actually be able to decipher some of 

the "data language."   

 Of course, the type of data I am referring to is much different from the data I have 

gathered and analyzed for this action research-based project.  However, through the 

repetitive practice of its use throughout the course work in this program, I have been well 

prepared for what has been a major transition from administrator observation based 

evaluations to educator based evidence upon which we are evaluated.  Within those 

evaluations the greatest evidence for student growth upon which we are evaluated is in 

our student learning data.  The data that we are providing is based on goals we have set 

for ourselves for our classroom and for the better of our students.  This data, which also 

includes team-based goals and district-determined measures, will then be shared as a 

department, with our administrators, the district and eventually to the state education 
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department.   Now, my challenge is to somehow synthesize my appreciation for science-

based research and action research so that I can utilize one for the good of the other.  I am 

looking forward to further professional development on the use of case studies and the 

various modes of delivery and assessment associated with them.  Next year, my 

professional development goal will return to my original goal of determining the 

effectiveness of case studies when compared to traditional techniques and their 

effectiveness in maintaining content over long periods of time.  In fact, I have asked the 

classroom teacher this year to include multiple choice and open response questions on the 

final exam to see what impact they had this year so that I can compare them to next years 

results.  My final goal for this particular class is to make it case-based rather than lecture 

based and is a challenge I am looking forward to.  Therein lies one of the most important 

claims I can make, is that I will continue to use what I've learned here to impact my and 

my peers teaching in the future, truly embodying the nature of action research. 

 If you had asked me at the start of this program whether or not I valued the 

process of self reflection, I would have probably asked you to clarify what exactly you 

were asking me about, so little had I ever heard or considered the term in any situation.  

Through this action research-based project, I have not kept a journal nor have I started 

any type of reflection notes for any of my classes, however, I will be doing so in the 

future.  Now that our school has moved to a permanent learning management system, I 

plan to utilize the "notes" section embedded within each lesson or link uploaded which 

will be a powerful tool in improving curriculum and learning.  However, what I have 

realized is an even more powerful reflective tool is the incorporation of student feedback, 
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whether through surveys or interviews.  As I reviewed the data in this project, I found 

myself constantly wondering why something turned out the way it did and certainly 

wished timing would have allowed me to complete student interviews.  In reading 

through student survey comments, I realized they open a whole new perspective which 

initiates reflection and may provide a very efficient means by which to revise curriculum.  

 Overall, I am truly satisfied by the outcome of my action research-based project.  

I find myself regularly thinking about some of the student comments and really in depth 

conversations that went on between students in the hybrid treatment group.  I am both 

disappointed at myself for not getting such conversations to occur in a "live" classroom 

and at the same time truly inspired to encourage more students to join in on the 

conversation so that they, too, may find the educational benefit that is the sharing of 

knowledge through communication and overcoming a challenge through the case study 

method.  
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Forensic Examination of an Unknown Skeleton 
 

NATIONAL CENTER FOR CASE STUDY TEACHING IN SCIENCE 

by Alease S. Bruce 

Department of Clinical Laboratory & Nutritional Sciences 

University of Massachusetts Lowell 

 

Case copyright held by the National Center for Case Study Teaching in Science, 

University at Buffalo, State University of New York. Originally published July 9, 2001.  

Used and adapted by permission. 

 

Overview: 

 

 In this case study, you will act as a forensic anthropologist to determine the age, 

gender and possible cause of death of the remains of a skeleton found in a shallow grave 

in a nearby state park. Utilizing procedures similar to those used in a forensics lab, you 

will examine various types of physical evidence and combine this evidence with your 

knowledge of the skeletal system to write up a final case report for the deceased.   

 

Specific Objectives: 

 Identify unknown bones of an unknown skeleton based on their anatomical 

landmarks (surface markings, foramens, tuberosities, etc). 

 Determine the gender of a skeleton from pelvic morphological distinctions. 

 Determine the gender of a skeleton from skull morphological distinctions. 

 Analyze the morphological features of various bones to describe a mechanism to 

determine the estimated height of an unknown skeleton. 

 Analyze the morphological features of various bones to describe a mechanism to 

determine the estimated age of an unknown skeleton. 

 Determine a possible cause of death by compiling the morphological, pathological 

and physiological evidence. 

Case Study Background Preparation: 

 Define (can be in your own words) or give an example of: 

Anatomical landmark(s):__________________________________________ 
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Morphology: ___________________________________________________ 

Pathology: ____________________________________________________ 

Physiology: ____________________________________________________ 

 

ACTIVITY 1: BONY LANDMARK ANALYSIS 

While you have found much of the skeleton complete, there are several bone fragments 

that you need to identify. 

1. Use the surface markings/bony landmarks (A, B, C, etc.) to identify each bone 

fragment described. 

2. Write the name, type, how many of that same bone a complete skeleton should have 

and any other bone(s) it articulates with. 

 

Bone 1 contains: (A) deltoid tuberosity, (B) head, and (C) medial epicondyle. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 2 contains: (A) long spinous processes, (B) transverse facets, (C) foramen, and (D) 

small body 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 3 contains: (A) linea aspera, (B) lateral epicondyle, and (C) greater trochanter. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 4 contains: (A) olecranon and (B) styloid process. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 5 contains: (A) acromial end, and (B) sternal end. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 6 contains: (A) blunt spinous processes, (B) large body, (C) large foramen. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 
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Bone 7 contains: (A) dens, (B) bifid spine, and (C) foramen. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 8 contains: (A) manubrium and (B) xiphoid process. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 9 contains: (A) costal groove, (B) shaft, and (C) head. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 10 contains: (A) proximal, (B) middle, and (C) distal pieces. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 11 contains: (A) mastoid process, (B) styloid process, and (C) zygomatic process. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 12 contains: (A) mental foramen, (B) condylar process, and (C) coronoid process. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 13 contains: (A) infraorbital foramen, and (B) palatine suture. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 14 contains: (A) iliac crest and (B) acetabulum. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

Bone 15 contains: (A) U-shaped and (B) greater cornu. 

It is the_____________________ Number in body ________ Bone type: ____________ 

Articulations:____________________________________________________________ 

 

ACTIVITY 2: SEX DETERMINATION FROM PELVIC MORPHOLOGY 
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Research the differences between male and female pelvic bones in order to complete the 

chart below.  Once it is complete, compare the chart to the reference and evidence 

skeletal images to help determine the sex of the unknown skeleton.  You may find it 

helpful to circle those characteristics that were visible in the evidence images. 

 

Sex Characteristics of the Pelvis 

 

Feature (shape, relative 

size, direction, etc) Male Female 

 

Acetabulum 

 

  

 

Subpubic angle 

 

  

 

Sciatic notch 

 

  

 

Ilium/iliac crest 

 

  

 

Pelvic inlet 

 

  

 

Sacrum 

 

  

 

ACTIVITY 3: SEX DETERMINATION FROM SKULL MORPHOLOGY 

 

Again, research the gender differences that exist in skull morphology for each of the 

characteristics listed in the chart below.  Write short descriptions of each to help 

determine the sex of the unknown skeleton from the reference and evidence images.  

 

Sex Characteristics of the Skull 

Feature Male Female 

 

Supraorbital process 

 

  

 

Occipital protuberance 
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Mastoid process 

   

  

 

Mandible 

 

  

 

(Activity 2/3, cont:) 

 

1. What is the sex of the unknown skeleton? ____________________ 

 

2. List all observations from the pelvic and skull bones that support this determination: 

 

1. ________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. ________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. ________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. ________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. ________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. _______________________________________________________________ 

 

7. ________________________________________________________________ 

8. ________________________________________________________________ 

ACTIVITY 4: HEIGHT ESTIMATION 

Anthropologists estimate the height of individuals by measuring specific bones. Measure 

the length of the femur and using the height estimation data given below (based on the 

procedure written by Bass, 1987), provide a range of estimated height: 

 

1. Use the following calculations to determine the estimated height: 

Male (2.32 × length of the femur in cm.) + 65.53 ± 3.94 

Female (2.47 × length of the femur in cm.) + 54.10 ± 3.72 

Length of femur: ______________  

Range of estimated height: ____________ 

2. Research and describe why this mechanism is used to determine height estimates: 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Can you find any other mechanisms to determine height? If so, describe them below 

and indicate whether or not they are applicable to our case. 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

ACTIVITY 5: AGE ESTIMATION 

Only estimated ranges are possible in determining the age of a skeleton (Pickering and 

Bachman, 1997); common ranges include (but are not limited to): between 0 and 5 years, 

18 and 23 years, 30 to 40 years, and 60+ years of age. Clues are derived from the fusion 

(or lack of fusion) of the epiphyses of long bones, closure of cranial sutures, pelvic and 

skull morphology and general wearing of the bones. In pre-adult individuals, the 

epiphyses and diaphysis union will be incomplete. If female, evidence of childbearing 

may help to determine age.  In old age, the cranial sutures are less distinct, and the 

mandible height, thickness and angle may diminish and begin to appear more infantile. 

Estimate the age of the skeleton and record observations that support your analysis. Use 

more than one bone for your evidence: 

 

1. ______________________________________________________________________ 

2. ______________________________________________________________________ 

3. ______________________________________________________________________ 

4. ______________________________________________________________________ 

5. ______________________________________________________________________ 

ACTIVITY 6: ANALYSIS FOR PATHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL 

CHANGES 

Skeletons may exhibit arthritic changes such as bone spurs or compression of the 

vertebral bodies. Occasionally deformities from healed fractures are seen. Empty alveoli 

sockets maybe be the result of prior tooth loss, facial or head trauma. Examine all the 
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evidence and list any observable signs of trauma or pathology that may be related to the 

identity of the victim and/or cause of death. 

 

1. ______________________________________________________________________ 

2. ______________________________________________________________________ 

3. ______________________________________________________________________ 

4. ______________________________________________________________________ 

5. _____________________________________________________________________ 
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A&P Honors: It Was a Hot August Afternoon...Case Study 
 

NATIONAL CENTER FOR CASE STUDY TEACHING IN SCIENCE 

by Anthony C. Steyermark  

Department of Biology 

University of St. Thomas 

 

Case copyright held by the National Center for Case Study Teaching in Science, 

University at Buffalo, State University of New York. Originally published July 9, 2001.  

Used and adapted by permission. 

 

Part I: Body Count 

 

“I’m glad you’re here, doc! This is really starting to get spooky….” 

 

It was a hot August afternoon and Bill was standing in a field at the edge of woodland on 

his farm. He had about 200 acres in north eastern Massachusetts, in a couple of fields he 

planted corn and soybeans, and he also had some woods and a small pond.  Bill was 

talking to Maria Mendoza, one of the few veterinary pathologists in this part of the 

country.  Maria had much experience, and in fact had once been a student of one of the 

most famous human soft tissue pathologists in the country. After switching to veterinary 

medicine and graduating from the American College for Veterinary Pathology, she 

started working as a “vet path” about 15 years ago, but she had never seen anything like 

this before. 

 

It hadn’t rained in about two weeks, and the air was hot and still. There was just the 

beginning of a smell of decomposition rising from the deer carcass that Bill and Maria 

were standing over. A dead deer wouldn’t be enough to bring Maria out to the farm, but 

the dozen or so animal deaths that had occurred within the community within the last 

week was of concern. 

 

“So tell me what’s been going on, Bill.” 

 

“Well, last Monday I found a couple of dead ducks at the edge of the pond. Then 

Tuesday a deer in the soybean field. Thursday it was a coyote at the edge of the woods. 

To be honest, I didn’t mind the dead coyote—with chickens around, the fewer coyotes 

the better. But it’s still strange. Saturday was worse, another couple of ducks, a couple of 

raccoons, and a deer. It's a little creepy, one of the raccoons' was still warm but its body 

was weird, it was if it had frozen in place.  This deer here is fresh from this morning.  

 

Maria had to admit she was a little puzzled. The animals were different kinds of 

vertebrates and they had all been found dead in the same area within a week.  In addition, 

she had just spoken toa local vet this morning who reported a dog had died very quickly 

under unknown circumstances after spending the afternoon at the local watering hole at 
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the state reserve only a couple of miles from here.  Taking a step back from the carcass, 

Maria wished she had been able to get here earlier in the day. For one thing, it might have 

been a little cooler, but mainly because the deer carcass would have been a little fresher. 

Judging by the smell and the level of rigor mortis, the deer had probably been dead for 

about 8 to 12 hours, meaning it died some time last night... and that meant Maria would 

have to work fast. 

 

Lucky for Maria, one of her first year veterinary pathology residents was with her. Her 

resident had about three years experience as a residential "pet vet" in the Twin Cities, but 

had wanted a bigger challenge.   

 

As they were standing over the dead carcass, an ambulance races by coming from the 

direction of the state reserve.  Bill, a volunteer firefighter, has his radio on and hears that 

the ambulance is transporting an 8 year old girl who had been camping with her family 

near where the two dogs had died.  It is unclear as to the exact cause for her transport but 

they hear a few words regarding difficulty breathing and muscle paralysis.  Now, things 

seemed to be picking up a bit as Maria wondered whether the animal deaths and human 

injuries could be related.  

 

Part I Guiding Questions: 

 

1. You are the veterinary resident in training.  Brainstorm some possible reasons the 

animals may have died. Your reasons should be testable hypotheses (in other 

words, consider all of the information from the background/what you know). 

2. Describe what your next steps will be after completing the above. 

 

 

 

Part II: Seeking a Pattern 

 

As you and Maria drove around collecting specimens you made thorough field 

examinations of several specimens that were still fairly fresh and intact.  In addition, you 

checked the CDC website for any regional incidents that could be related.  From this, you 

collect the following information: 

 

 you found no sick or dying animals in the area  

 no signs of trauma, i.e. no gunshot, knife, piercing wounds 

 no apparent tissue or organ damage (no signs of inflammation, large blood clots, 

bruising, etc) 

 animals appear otherwise healthy; i.e. are not skinny or gaunt, no loss of 

feathers/fur, etc 

 no local or regional reports of similar incidents within the last 90 days 
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 there are only a few, extremely rare types of infectious microbes that could cross 

so many species boundaries and there had not been any such incidences in the 

U.S. or Canada in the last 40 years 

 

 

As you collected soil and water samples from several areas, you also took notes regarding 

the state of the environment.  In addition, you also checked the national weather center 

for rainfall and wind data. You also checked the web for any signs of local industry that 

may currently be, or had been present in the area.  These notes include the following 

information: 

 

 each species has a different food source, and while the abundance of vegetation 

was less than average (most likely due to the lack of rain and high temperatures), 

there appeared to be enough to support the local population 

 there had been no rain for the last 9 days, and 5% less average rainfall for the last 

60 days.   

 regional daily temperatures were 10% higher on average during the last 30 days 

 there had never been any industrial plants or heavy industry within 100 miles of 

this area, or the nature reserve, which had been in place for the last 70 years. 

 Bill had been using strictly organic-based farming methods for the last several 

years. 

 Both the small pond on Bill's property and the larger one on the nature reserve 

had significantly low water levels and both appeared stagnant and not spring fed.  

In addition, both had observable, thick surface films present. 

 

Part II Guiding Questions: 

 

1. Revisit the causes of death you noted in Part I.  What can be eliminated as a cause 

of death? What might still be in question?  

2. How quickly did the animals die?  Does this matter? Why? 

3. What are your next steps to determine the cause of death? 

 

 

 

 

Part III: The Pathway to Making a Diagnosis 

 

As Maria and her resident head back to the lab, they get a phone call from Bill.  He has 

reported that one of his neighbors cat’s had just died.  The neighbor reported that she let 

the cat out in the morning and when she went out to call her about a half an hour later, 

she found her outside completely rigid, taking very shallow breaths before she stopped 

breathing altogether. 

 

“So what do you think, Maria?”  Maria smiled and said, “No, what do you think?” 
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“OK, no external wounds, so they weren’t shot. Infectious diseases that can cross species 

boundaries like that are rare and there haven’t been reports from other areas. So it sounds 

like it’s something very local. They probably ingested something—probably not food, 

because they eat different things. So....it's the water?” 

 

“Alright,” said Maria.  “It could be someone dumping something into the water to poison 

animals, but that’s pretty conspiracy-theory. It might be something seeping in, but there’s 

never been industry around here, there’s no pesticide storage around, and I don’t think the 

pond is spring fed. So if there is something in the water, it’s being produced in the water. 

Let’s change gears. What do you know about how toxins can act?” 

 

Her resident was getting to the limits of her knowledge here. Even though as a vet she 

dealt with a few dog and cat poisonings, the owner always knew what the substance was 

which made treatment easy.  “Uhhh, well, there are hepatotoxins, neurotoxins, toxins that 

act on cell membranes…. Some can act over a lifetime, some act almost immediately.” 

 

“OK, good start. About the time-scale….do you think these animals were affected for 

many weeks, days, or pretty quickly?”   

 

"I don’t know... they seemed in really good shape. The raccoon was fat and the deer 

looked in really good condition. They probably weren’t sick for long, so I would say it 

was quick. Plus, Bill didn’t find any dying animals, just dead ones. That also suggests a 

quick death.” 

 

“Excellent, Lauren. So what kind of toxin might act quickly?” 

 

“Neurotoxins can act fast.” 

 

“Yep, that’s what I’m thinking too. So to understand how neurotoxins work, we need to 

know how the nervous and muscle system work—anatomy and physiology. Let’s meet 

tomorrow for a review of the nervous system.” 

 

Lauren sensed she had some work to do, she wondered about the muscle connection, then 

she remembered the stages of rigor noted and thought those might be related.  Either way, 

when she got home that night, she would be immediately pulling out her Anatomy and 

Physiology texts to make an outline of the things she needed to know, beginning with a 

review of how motor nerve and muscle cells worked along with how messages are sent 

between these cells. 

 

 

Part III Questions 

 

To answer these questions, use a text or any resource you choose.  
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1. Begin your review by defining the following: 

 stimuli (stimulus) 

 membrane irritability 

 membrane conductivity 

 action potential 

 synapse 

 neurotransmitter 

 rigor mortis 

 

I. The Motor Neuron: 

For Questions 2-6, view the following website:     

http://highered.mheducation.com/sites/0072495855/student_view0/chapter14/animation_

_the_nerve_impulse.html 

 

2. When a nerve cell membrane is at rest, what is the charge outside and inside the 

membrane?  

3. What structures embedded in the membrane help maintain this charge difference? 

4. After a stimulus is received, what type of ions move into the cell through the 

structures above to cause the charges to reverse? 

5. What type of ions move out of the cell behind the moving action potential to 

restore the membrane potential? 

6. When you are done with the questions above, label the image provided with the 

following:  axon, dendrites, axon terminals, Na+, K+, sodium-potassium 

pumps, action potential. Then draw an arrow showing AP direction.  (Note, 

some will be used more than once.) 

 

II. The Neuromuscular Junction: 

For Questions 7-11, view the following website:    

 http://highered.mheducation.com/sites/0072495855/student_view0/chapter10/ani

mation__function_of_the_neuromuscular_junction__quiz_1_.html 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7X7IZ_ubg4 

 

7. What type of ions move into the cell through ion protein pumps when the action 

potential (impulse) reaches the end of the pre-synaptic neuron? 

8. What are the functions of the ions identified in #7? 

9. What is acetylcholine and what is it's function?   

10. What ions move into the muscle cell to initiate the action potential there? 

11. What is acetyl cholinesterase and what is its function? 

 

Here is a great slide showing the neuromuscular 

junction. You should be able to identify the axon, 

axon terminals, synaptic vesicles and the skeletal 

muscle fibers (cells). 
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http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/1171206-overview, accessed 2/4/2015 

 

12. When you are done with the questions above, label the parts of the neuromuscular 

junction on the image provided with: acetycholine, acetylcholine receptors, 

axon, axon terminal, sarcolemma, Na+, K+, Ca+,  action potential, synaptic 

vesicles,  synapse (synaptic cleft)  

 

III. The Skeletal Muscle 

For Questions 13-17, use the image below and the view the following websites: 

 http://highered.mheducation.com/sites/0072495855/student_view0/chapter10/ani

mation__myofilament_contraction.html 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ki6WjplSUcE 

 

13. What is the structural unit of contraction in skeletal muscle called? 

14. Which filaments are thick and which are thin? 

15. What type of ions bind to the thin, actin filaments to initiate contraction? 

16. What molecule must be bound to the thick, myosin head to activate it (places it in 

the "cocked" position)? 

17.  Explain generally (preferably in you own words) how the binding of myosin and 

actin causes the entire muscle fiber to contract. 

18. When you are done with the questions above, label the parts of the Skeletal 

Muscle image provided 

 

Part IV: Making a Final Diagnosis 

 

With a better understanding of how the nervous and muscular systems work, Maria’s 

resident was ready to meet again with Maria.  Maria said, “As you’ve probably guessed, 

the hunch I had was that a neurotoxin is poisoning the animals. Because the animals are 

found in different habitats and occupy different places on the food chain, I’m guessing 

the neurotoxin is found in something that is common to all of them—their water source.” 

 

“But yesterday you said that it’s probably not something that’s seeping in nor something 

someone deliberately put there.” 

 

“Right, I think it’s a neurotoxin that is being produced in the water by microorganisms—

cyanobacteria to be exact. Cyanobacteria blooms can occur in any kind of water, but can 

especially be found in stagnant water, and can appear as a surface film at one end of a 

lake or pond. ThIe cyanos produce toxic metabolic byproducts, including some powerful 

neurotoxins. I noticed a surface film at both pond's yesterday. It hasn’t rained in a while 

and the air’s been pretty still, so the film of cyanos has had time to accumulate.” 

 

“OK, so how do these neurotoxins work?” you ask. 
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“One kind of neurotoxin is called Anatoxin-A,” replied Maria. “It works by mimicking 

acetylcholine, but the body’s natural acetylcholinesterase can’t break it down. So what 

would that cause?” 

 

You thought for a moment and then responded. 

 

“Excellent,” Maria said. “Another kind of neurotoxin is Saxitoxin, which acts by 

blocking the voltage-dependent sodium channel. And what would that cause?” 

 

Again you answered. 

 

“Excellent again,” said Maria. 

 

Then you asked, “So how do you know for sure it’s either one of those, and if it is, which 

one is it and what can you do about it?” 

 

“We took water samples,” Maria said, “so we can look for the presence of the 

cyanobacteria in the water, and we can use high performance liquid chromatography to 

look for either of the suspected toxins. Since we know exactly what we’re looking for, 

we’ll know if it’s there or not. Finally, we can test the stomach contents of at least the 

recent kills for presence of the toxins. As for what can be done, Bill and the state will 

have to fence off the ponds to keep animals and humans from swimming or, especially 

drinking, from the pond. We can come out and test the water samples whenever the 

weather gets like this, and if it’s a recurring problem, Bill can add an algaecide to kill the 

cyanobacteria. For right now, it’s supposed to cool down and rain for a couple of days, so 

that will take care of the problem, at least for the next week or so.” 

 

Part IV Questions: 

 

1. How do the actions of each neurotoxin act to block nervous stimulation of the 

muscular system? 

 

2. What is rigor mortis, and how would the onset of rigor mortis differ depending on the 

kind of neurotoxin the animals were exposed to? 
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A&P Honors: Case Study 3: 

“Mini Cases in Psychoactive Drugs and Their Effects on the Brain” 
 

NATIONAL CENTER FOR CASE STUDY TEACHING IN SCIENCE 

by Darlene A. Mitrano 

Neuroscience Institute 

Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 

 

Case copyright held by the National Center for Case Study Teaching in Science, 

University at Buffalo, State University of New York. Originally published September 2, 

2011.  Used and adapted by permission. 

 

Objectives: 

 Identify and describe the physiological functions of the following 

neurotransmitters: dopamine, serotonin, acetylcholine, GABA and glutamate. 

 Identify and describe how several psychoactive drugs mimic (act as agonists) or 

inhibit (act as antagonists) the neurotransmitters noted above. 

 Develop a physiological understanding of how the changes in the brain result in 

addiction and how those changes make it so difficult to counteract addiction. 

 Define/describe the following:  

o psychoactive drug 

o brain reward pathway 

o inhibitory vs. excitatory neurotransmitters 

o agonist  vs. antagonist 

o up regulation 

o down regulation 

o drug tolerance 

 

Instructions 

Working in groups, you will be presented with five different scenarios describing 

someone who is abusing a psychoactive drug. After reading each scenario, you and your 

group need to complete the following: 

 

1. Determine what drug the individual has been using and three reasons why you believe 

this. 

2. Determine what receptors, transporters (pre or post-synatic), or neurotransmitters could 

be involved and how the drug affects these receptors, transporters, or neurotransmitters.  

3. Identify whether the drug is an antagonist (inhibitory mimic) or agonist (excitatory 

mimic)  

3. Identify how the physiological changes to the brain result in the symptoms observed. 

4. Determine the long term impact of the drug on the brain and the rest of the body over 

time. 

5. After completing the above, come up with a description in your own terms of what 

“tolerance” means from a physiological perspective. 
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Scenario #1 

 

You and your roommates have decided to go to a fraternity party on Saturday night. You 

arrive at the fraternity house and see another classmate, Jenn, from your psychology 

class. You go over to say hello and see what she thought of the first exam, but Jenn seems 

to be acting very strangely. She starts describing fantastic colors made by the lights and 

how the dance floor is a beautiful sea of diamonds. You take a look around and realize 

the lights are nothing special, while the floor is definitely made of wood. You take 

another look at Jenn; her pupils are dilated and she keeps hugging everyone. When she 

comes over to hug you and tell you how much she’s missed you since yesterday, you 

observe that Jenn is sweating and clenching her teeth. Additionally, you can feel her 

heartbeat when she makes contact with you. What drug has Jenn taken? 

 

 

Scenario #2 

 

It seems that all your classes have tests and papers due on the same day. You don’t know 

how you’re going to get everything done before it’s time to leave for spring break. You 

tell your friend Sam, and he tells you to speak to his “friend” Mike. Sam declares that 

“Mike just might have something that will help you out.” You agree, although you aren’t 

really sure what Sam is referring to. You meet up with Sam’s “friend,” and he seems to 

be bouncing off the walls, talking a mile a minute. He says he can offer you some stuff 

that will increase your alertness, help you pull a few all-nighters, and even put you in a 

much better mood. He holds up a bag of white powder and asks if you would like a 

sample. What drug is Mike abusing and offering you? 

 

 

Scenario #3 

 

Your friend Jamie has been smoking something in order to lose weight. Jamie tells you 

that smoking has not only gotten her to stop snacking, but also allows her to concentrate 

harder when studying, especially for the next Psych exam. At the same time, this drug 

relaxes her and gives her a sense of calm. She thinks you should try it out, as it might 

help with your studying and could even help you take off a couple of pounds. However, 

you notice Jamie has an odor about her constantly, and her teeth and nails seem to be 

yellowing. What has Jamie been smoking? 

 

 

Scenario #4 

 

Your roommate Gretchen has had chronic pain issues since she broke her back in a car 

accident about a year ago. You know that she finished her prescription pain killers at least 
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three months ago, but you’re suspicious she’s been taking something else. Quite 

frequently you find Gretchen passed out in her room, and when she is awake, she doesn’t 

seem to care about much. She stopped going to class and says her pain is way better than 

it was a few months ago. You got really worried last week when you found a syringe 

laying on the bathroom floor and then found out from your landlord that Gretchen never 

paid her share of the rent. What drug is Gretchen on? 

 

 

Scenario #5 

 

You made plans with your friend Jason to order some pizza and watch the new 

Transformers movie. When you arrive at Jason’s apartment you smell a distinctive odor 

in the hall. When you open his door, a smoky cloud lingers in the living room. Jason has 

invited his cousin Max over and they seem to have been smoking something. Their eyes 

are red, they seem extremely relaxed, and there are food and candy wrappers all over the 

place. Jason says that he totally forgot you were coming over, but you should stay and 

hang out anyway. What have Jason and Max been smoking? 

 

 

Helpful websites: 

http://sciencecases.lib.buffalo.edu/cs/files/cocaine_addiction.ppt  

 

http://www.thirteen.org/closetohome/science/html/animations.html  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2tt2usMJm4  

 

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/addiction/mouse/  

 

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/addiction/brainchange/  

 

http://www.dnatube.com/video/4848/Nicotine-Receptors-in-the-Brain 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coLit2bksJI 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2L8ZkbtEv3E 

 

 

 

http://sciencecases.lib.buffalo.edu/cs/files/cocaine_addiction.ppt
http://www.thirteen.org/closetohome/science/html/animations.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2tt2usMJm4
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/addiction/mouse/
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/addiction/brainchange/
http://www.dnatube.com/video/4848/Nicotine-Receptors-in-the-Brain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coLit2bksJI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2L8ZkbtEv3E
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APPENDIX F 

ONLINE DISCUSSION RUBRIC 
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DISCUSSION 

ELEMENT 

NEEDS 

IMPROVEMENT 

(1) 

FAIR                    

(2) 

STRONG 

(3) 

MASTERY         

(4) 

Posting 

Timeline 

Initial/majority of 

posts not made 

until 1-2 days 

immediately before 

due date. 

Initial/majority 

of posts not until 

3-4 days after 

discussion first 

available. Few 

additional posts 

made within the 

remaining 

timeframe.  

Initial & 

majority of 

posts were 

within 2-3 

days after 

discussion first 

available. 

Several 

additional 

posts were 

made 

throughout the 

week. 

Two or more 

posts were on 

or one day after 

discussion first 

available. 

Multiple follow 

up posts 

continued 

throughout the 

week. 

Addressing 

the Question 

Fails to address all 

parts of the 

discussion question 

Addresses parts 

of the discussion 

question. 

Addresses 

most aspects of 

the discussion 

question 

Thoroughly 

addresses all 

parts of the 

discussion 

question. 

Substantive 

Nature 

(Depth) of 

Post 

Not substantive 

Attempts a 

substantive 

response but 

needs more 

detail 

Substantive 

with clear 

examples and 

details. 

Substantive, 

added depth to 

the overall 

conversation. 

Organization 

and Clarity 

Lacks organization 

/unclear 

Attempts 

organization, but 

writing in places 

is unclear 

Organized and 

clear. 

Extremely 

organized, clear 

and concise 

throughout. 

Mechanical 

errors 

(spelling and 

grammar) 

Mechanical errors 

throughout. 

Mechanical 

errors distract at 

times. 

A couple of 

errors present, 

but they do not 

distract. 

Writing 

mechanics 

reflect careful 

reflection and 

editing. 
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APPENDIX G 

FORENSIC EXAMINATION OF AN UNKNOWN SKELETON (CS1) 

PRE/POSTTEST 
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Please complete the following questions to the best of your ability.   

 

For numbers 1-9 identify the bone based on its landmark or surface feature: 

 

 

 Landmark/Surface feature:   Corresponding Bone: 

 

1. supraorbital process    _____________________ 

2. small body, long spinous processes  _____________________ 

3. head, greater & lesser trochanter  _____________________ 

4. xiphoid process    _____________________ 

5. mastoid & zygomatic process   _____________________ 

6. foramen magnum    _____________________ 

7. only 1 in body; U-shaped; no articulations _____________________ 

8. epicondyle, deltoid tuberosity   _____________________ 

9. obturator foramen, acetabulum  _____________________ 

 

For numbers 10-14, identify the correct bone type for each bone listed: 

 

 Bone      Bone Type: 

 

10. humerus     _____________________ 

11. vertebrae     _____________________ 

12. femur      _____________________ 

13. mandible     _____________________ 

14. frontal      _____________________ 

 

For numbers 15 and 16 describe 2 specific ways to identify the age of an individual by 

looking at their skeleton.  Be as specific as possible (i.e. list the bones, surface features, 

etc you would be looking for). 

 

15. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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16. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

17. The part of the long bone that the articular (hyaline) cartilage covers is the _____. 

 

 A. diaphysis  

 B. endosteum 

 C. epiphysis 

 D. periosteum 

 

18. The junction between the diaphysis and epiphysis in a growing bone is called the 

_____. 

 A. periocardium  

 B. endosteum 

 C. epiphyseal disk 

 D. hyaline plate 

 

19. Which type of bone fracture occurs as an incomplete break in the bone? 
 

 A. greenstick 

 B. oblique 

 C. compound 

 D. simple 

 

20.  What type of fracture breaks the bone into several fragments? 

 

 A. complete 

 B. impacted 

 C. comminuted 

 D. spiral 

 

21. What is the last stage in fracture repair? 

 

 A. bony callus 

 B. hematoma 

 C. inflammation 

 D. fibrocartilage seal 

 

For numbers 23-30 Identify 2 bones and as many corresponding bone features as you can 

that would be examined to differentiate between male and female skeletons: 
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               Name 

of Bone: 

22. 

Bone: _________________ 

26. 

Bone: ___________________ 

List Specific 

Features related 

to the bone 

above that 

allows you to 

determine if the 

skeleton is 

female or male: 

23. 

 

 

 

27. 

24. 

 

 

 

28. 

25. 

 

 

 

29. 
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APPENDIX H 

IT WAS A HOT AUGUST AFTERNOON...(CS2) PRE/POSTTEST 
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Please complete the following questions to the best of your ability.  You may or may not 

be graded on this assignment and all scores will be kept confidential.     

 

1. The nerve cell type responsible for stimulating contraction in skeletal muscle 

fibers is the ______________ neuron. 

 

a. action 

b. contractile 

c. sensory 

d. motor 

 

2. The small space between two nerve cells or between a nerve cell and a muscle 

cell is called the: 

 

a. neurolemma 

b. synapse 

c. mitochondria 

d. t-tubule 

 

3. An action potential (impulse) is: 

 

a. a section of cell membrane where the electrochemical potential (charge) of the 

membrane is temporarily reversed 

b. the flow of charged electrons from one cell to another 

c. the release of neurotransmitters into the synaptic space 

d. an electrical signal released by ions in the mitochondria of all muscle cells 

       

4. The chemical compounds produced by nerve cells which are responsible for 

sending an impulse from one nerve cell to the next or from a nerve cell to a 

muscle cell are called: 

       

a. antibodies 

b. antigens 

c. neurotransmitters 

d. ions 

 

5. At rest, a neuron or muscle fiber has the following charge across the cell 

membrane: 

 

a. more positive on the outside of the cell as compared to the inside 

b. more positive on the inside of the cell as compared to the outside 

c. the membrane is at equilibrium (has the same number of + & - ions inside and 

out) 
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6. The neurotransmitter responsible for controlling muscle contraction is 

 

a. acetylcholine 

b. endorphin 

c. tropomyosin 

d. melatonin 

   

7. The movement of a large number of _____ ions into the neuron or into the 

skeletal muscle cell eventually results in depolarization, initiating an action 

potential along the cell membrane. 

 

a. Calcium (Ca+) 

b. Potassium (K+) 

c. Chloride (Cl-) 

d. Sodium (Na+) 

 

8. The release of a large number of _____ ions from the sarcoplasmic reticulum in a 

skeletal muscle initiates the contraction-coupling cycle. 

 

a. Calcium (Ca+) 

b. Potassium (K+) 

c. Chloride (Cl-) 

d. Sodium (Na+) 

 

9. The functional contractile unit of a skeletal muscle cell is called the: 

 

a. cardiomyocyte 

b. sarcomere 

c. plasmalemma 

d. myofibril 

 

10. The two major types of protein fibers involved in muscle contraction that give 

skeletal muscle its striated appearance are  

 

a. hyaline and myosin 

b. actin and myosin 

c. elastic and collagen 

d. dense and thin 

 

11. The specialized cell membrane found in skeletal muscle that can propagate an 

action potential is called the: 

 

a. plasmalemma 

b. cardiolemma 
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c. sarcolemma 

d. myolemma 

 

12. What molecule must bind the myosin head in order to reset it to the cocked 

position so that it can be ready for the next contraction? 

  

a. sodium 

b. ATP 

c. phosphate 

d. carbon 

 

13. Label the parts of the neuromuscular junction using the word bank below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

actin       Na+           sarcolemma      K+         synapse           myosin        acetylcholine        

action potential          axon        sarcoplasmic reticulum         Ca+                T-tubule           

sarcomere              

sodium-potassium pump/channel 
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APPENDIX I 

MINI CASES IN PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE BRAIN 

PRE/POSTTEST 
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Match the following neurotransmitter with its correct function: 

 

____ 1.serotonin  a. the most abundant "all purpose" excitatory   

    neurotransmitter found in the nervous system. 

 

____ 2. dopamine  b. released as a "natural reward" for having a pleasurable  

    experience such as eating good food, listening to music or  

    enjoying art. 

 

____ 3. GABA  c. regulates a wide range of functions including the   

    regulation of mood, perception, appetite, sleep and body  

    temperature. 

 

____ 4. acetylcholine d. the main "all purpose" inhibitory neurotransmitter in the  

    brain 

 

____ 5. glutamate  e. a general excitatory neurotransmitter found throughout  

    the nervous system that also stimulates action potentials in  

    skeletal muscle cells.  

 

Match the following psychoactive drugs with one of its physiological impact in the 

brain: 

 

____ 6. marijuana  a. can both block and bind to serotonin reuptake   

    transporters and enters the storage vesicles in pre-synaptic  

    neurons, causing them to release massive stores of   

    serotonin. 

 

____ 7. cocaine  b. Mimics and binds to the receptors for the bodies   

    naturally occurring anadamide, reversing the inhibition of  

    dopamine.  

 

____ 8. MDMA  c. Mimics the bodies natural opiates to reverse the   

    inhibition of dopamine 

 

____ 9. nicotine  d. binds to acetycholine receptors and inhibits the   

    breakdown of dopamine, seratonin and norephinephrine 

 

____ 10. heroin  e. blocks dopamine reuptake transporters in the pre-  

    synaptic cell, causing excess dopamine to remain in the  

    synaptic cleft 

 

11. The brain's reward pathway includes which of the following? 

A. amygdala and prefrontal cortex 
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B. cerebellum, substantia nigra, nuclear accumbens 

C. hypothalamus and hippocampus, 

D. ventral temental area, nucleus accumbens, prefrontal cortex 

 

12. Which of the following is a direct physiological affect of sustained release of 

dopamine into the synaptic cleft: 

A. Calcium pumps in the pre synaptic neuron shut down. 

B. Sodium pumps open in the post synaptic neuron, initiating an action potential. 

C. Dopamine is immediately broken down by cholinesterase. 

D. Dopamine diffuses through the cell membrane of the post synaptic neuron. 

 

 

13. Which of the following best explains why we naturally produce opiates in the 

brain? 

A. So that we can produce our own natural high on demand. 

B. To inhibit the flight or fight response. 

C. To act as a painkiller when a significant injury has occurred. 

D. To increase the amount of ions moved through sodium-potassium pumps. 

 

14. Which of the following statements best describes the term "tolerance" as it relates 

to the physiological aspect of addiction? 

 

A. The body attempts to counteract the drug by reducing the number of post-

synaptic receptors and/or slows the production of naturally occurring 

neurotransmitters. 

A. The body randomly cuts connections between existing neurons in an effort to 

down regulate and reduce the affects of the drug over time. 

B. The body initiates the production of more new neurons in the brain in order to 

use up the additional neurotransmitters being released by the drug. 

D.  Tolerance is not actually a physiological affect, rather it is a term used to 

described what the addict perceives is reducing his or her ability to become sober. 

 

15. What is the likely evolutionary benefit of producing dopamine in the brain? 

 

A. To reinforce and retain neuronal pathways related to repeated positive 

experiences.  

B. To ensure the proper regulation of appetite and sleep. 

C. To help differentiate between individuals that might cause us harm or those 

that might be helpful. 

D. To numb pain or reduce the post traumatic impact of stressful experiences. 
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APPENDIX J 

FORENSIC EXAMINATION OF AN UNKNOWN SKELETON (CS1) CASE REPORT 

RUBRIC 
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CS1 CASE WRITE UP GUIDELINES 
POINTS 

POSSIBLE 

POINTS 

OBTAINED 

Gender Evidence 

Correctly identify the deceased's gender  
2 

  

Describe 2, valid support reasons from the skull 

bone evidence   
8 

  

Describe 2, valid support reasons from the 

pelvic bone evidence 
8 

  

Height Evidence     

Identify approximate height  
2 

  

Describe one mechanism for determining height 
2 

  

Age Evidence     

Identify approximate age (range)  2   

Describe at least two valid pieces of support 

evidence for age range 

4 

  

Cause of Death Evidence     

Identify possible cause of death (feel free to be 

creative, but reasonable here) 

2 

  

Describe 1 piece of support evidence related to 

the hyoid bone  
4 

  

Describe 2 other pieces of evidence…you may 

still be creative, HOWEVER, the reasoning 

must still be supported by the evidence! 

8 
  

  

Writing Criteria     

Essay Structure/Evidence Presentation 4   

Grammar & Spelling 4   

TOTAL POINTS 
50 
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APPENDIX K 

IT WAS A HOT AUGUST AFTERNOON...(CS2) CASE REPORT RUBRIC 
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CS2 CASE WRITE UP GUIDELINES POINTS 

POSSIBLE 

POINTS 

OBTAINED Background & Summary of Incident History 

(Parts I-II) 

 - summary of information gathered from the 

scene/environment 
4 

  

 - descriptions of possible causes identified  4   

 - description of how certain causes were 

questioned and/or eliminated 
4 

  

Diagnosis Pathway (Part III)     

Describe in detail how an impulse/action 

potential is transferred along the 3 parts of the 

neuromuscular junction: 

  

  

 - the motor neuron 4   

 - the synpase 4   

 - the skeletal muscle cell 4   

Identify the two possible causes (types of 

neurotoxin) 
2 

  

Describe the specific physiological impact of 

each on the body: 
  

  

 - Describe which cell, cell parts and/or 

process are affected by each toxin 
4 

  

 - Describe what impact the toxin has on the 

proper functioning of the cell (i.e. how does 

the toxin work?) 

4 

  

Final Diagnosis (Part IV)     

 Based on your knowledge, make a final 

diagnosis (choose one toxin) 
2 

  

 - Describe how the symptoms observed 

occurred (i.e., how does the presence of the 

toxin impact cellular/life functions?)  

4 

  

 - Include at least 3 valid reasons related 

which support your diagnosis (may be the 

same as above: symptoms, field observations, 

patient descriptions, etc) 

4 

  

Next Steps     
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 - Identify at least 3 "next steps" you should 

take to prevent further incidences 
3 

  

Writing Criteria     

Essay Structure/Evidence Presentation 4   

Grammar & Spelling 4   

TOTAL POINTS 
55 
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APPENDIX L 

MINI CASES IN PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE BRAIN 

(CS3) CASE REPORT RUBRIC 
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CS3 CASE WRITE-UP GUIDELINES POINTS 

POSSIBLE 

POINTS 

OBTAINED 
For each of the 5 scenarios: 

 - Identify the drug and give at least 2 reasons 

for your choice 
2 x 5 (10) 

  

 - Describe in detail the which cells (pre 

and/or post-synaptic neuron), cell parts 

(receptors/reuptake pumps, etc) and 

neurotransmitters are involved and affected by 

the drug. 

3 x 5 (15) 

  

 - In your description of the action of the drug 

above, identify whether the drug is inhibitory 

or excitatory (does it initiate an action 

potential in the post synaptic neuron or slow it 

down) 

1 x 5 (5) 

  

 - Identify how the changes to the brain above 

specifically result in at least two common 

syptoms observed in people who are on the 

drug  

2 x 5 (10) 

  

 - Determine at least two long term impacts of 

the drug on the body and indicate how long it 

takes to develop these impacts (days, weeks, 

years?) 

2 x 5 (10) 

  

Physiological Tolerance, Addiction….     

 - Describe what tolerance means from a 

physiological perspective (consider using the 

terms down regulation or up regulation) 

5 

  

 - How does the development of tolerance in 

neurons lead to addiction 
5 

  

 - Explain how the physiological changes of 

the neurons in the brain described above 

makes overcoming addiction so difficult.  

5 

  

Writing Criteria     

Essay Structure/Evidence Presentation 5   

Grammar & Spelling 5   

TOTAL POINTS 
75 
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APPENDIX M 

MARKHAM PRETREATMENT STUDENT SURVEY 
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A&P Honors: Case Study Pre-Survey 

 

Thank you for taking the time to complete the following survey regarding the use of case 

studies and online discussions as learning tools. Participation in this research is voluntary 

and participation or non-participation will not affect a student’s grades or class standing 

in any way. The feedback you provide is confidential and may be used to help make an 

informed decision about how to improve your learning environment and the curriculum.   

 

For each of the following questions, please click in the circle next to the answer that fits 

best. 

 

Background Information: 

 

Career Shop: _______________________ 

 

 

1. How often have case studies been used as a learning tool in any of your classes? 

 

 never  one or two times less than 10 times more than 10 times 

 

2. How often have online discussions been used as a learning tool in any of your 

classes? 

 

 never  one or two times less than 10 times more than 10 times 

 

 

General Interest & Engagement 

 

1. In general, I enjoy using case studies as a way to learn. 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

2. Compared to traditional techniques (lecture, labs, worksheets, reading text, 

quizzes, etc), case studies are a more interesting way to learn. 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

 

Effectiveness of Case Studies and Online Discussions as a Learning Tool 

 

3. Compared to traditional techniques (lecture, labs, worksheets, reading text, 

quizzes, etc), case studies are a more effective way to learn the course material. 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
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4. Case studies are an effective teaching tool to use because they mimic real life 

scenarios. 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

5. Case studies are an effective teaching tool because they allow the student (rather 

than the teacher) to direct their own learning. 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

6. Using case studies will allow me to apply what I've learned in the real world 

better than traditional teaching methods and assessments (lecture, notes, tests). 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

3. Participation in online discussion groups helps support your understanding of 

course material. 

 

 Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

 

Assignment Use of Case Studies and Online Discussions (Graded/Non-graded) 

 

4. Would you want to use case studies as a graded class assignment?  

 

   Yes    No 

 

5. Would you want to use case studies as a non-graded assignment (for example as 

an interesting way to apply what you are learning to the real world)?    

 

 Yes  No 

 

6. Would you want to use online discussion groups as a graded class assignment?  

 

 Yes  No 

 

7. Would you want to use online discussion groups as a non-graded assignment (for 

example as a means to collaborate with peers on an assignment, to study, etc):    

 

 Yes  No 
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APPENDIX N  

MARKHAM POST TREATMENT STUDENT SURVEY 
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A&P Honors: Case Study Post-Survey 

 

Thank you for taking the time to complete the following survey regarding the use of case 

studies and online discussions as learning tools. Participation in this research is voluntary 

and participation or non-participation will not affect a student’s grades or class standing 

in any way. The feedback you provide is confidential and may be used to help make an 

informed decision about how to improve your learning environment and the curriculum.   

 

For each of the following questions, please click in the circle next to the answer that fits 

best. 

 

Background Information: 

 

1. What is your Career Shop: _______________________ 

 

2. Have you ever taken an Honors-level course prior to this year? 

 Yes    No 

 

3. Are you currently enrolled in Honors-level courses in other subject areas? 

 Yes    No 

 

4. The case study I enjoyed the most was: 

 

5. In regards to your answer to the previous question, can you describe why you 

chose that case study as the one you liked the most? 

 

General Interest & Engagement 

 

6. In general, I enjoy using case studies as a way to learn. 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

7. Compared to traditional techniques (lecture, labs, worksheets, reading text, 

quizzes, etc), case studies are a more interesting way to learn. 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

 

Effectiveness of Case Studies and Online Discussions as a Learning Tool 

 

8. Compared to traditional techniques (lecture, labs, worksheets, reading text, 

quizzes, etc), case studies are a more effective way to learn the course material. 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
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9. Case studies are an effective teaching tool to use because they mimic real life 

scenarios. 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

10. Case studies are an effective teaching tool because they allow the student (rather 

than the teacher) to direct their own learning. 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

11. Using case studies will allow me to apply what I've learned in the real world 

better than traditional teaching methods and assessments (lecture, notes, tests). 

 

Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

12. Please indicate the relative percentage of time you felt you understood the 

objectives of each case study: 

 

Forensic Exam...(CS1) Hot August...(CS2)   Mini Cases...(CS3) 

All    All     All 

All-1    All-1     All-1 

Most (90-99%)  Most (90-99%)   Most (90-99%)  

Some (50-89%)  Some (50-89%)   Some (50-89%) 

Few (49% or less)  Few (49% or less)   Few (49% or less) 

None    None     None 

13. Please indicate the relative percentage of time that you felt confused about the 

objectives of each case study: 

 

Forensic Exam...(CS1) Hot August...(CS2)   Mini Cases...(CS3) 

All    All     All 

All-1    All-1     All-1 

Most (90-99%)  Most (90-99%)   Most (90-99%)  
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Some (50-89%)  Some (50-89%)   Some (50-89%) 

Few (49% or less)  Few (49% or less)   Few (49% or less) 

None    None     None 

 

14. Please indicate the relative percentage of time you felt "stuck" and could not 

move forward without teacher assistance for each case study: 

 

Forensic Exam...(CS1) Hot August...(CS2)   Mini Cases...(CS3) 

All    All     All 

All-1    All-1     All-1 

Most (90-99%)  Most (90-99%)   Most (90-99%)  

Some (50-89%)  Some (50-89%)   Some (50-89%) 

Few (49% or less)  Few (49% or less)   Few (49% or less) 

None    None     None 

15. Was your class required to participate in an online discussion as a part of the 

case study? IF YOUR CLASS DID NOT, PLEASE ANSWER "NO" TO Q15 

AND THEN SKIP TO #19! 

 

16. Participation in online discussion groups as a part of the case study analysis 

helped you better understanding the case study content. 

 

 Strongly Agree Agree    Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 

17. Please indicate the relative percentage of time you went back and read posts in the 

online discussion after your intial posts/replies: 

 

Several times (5 or more)    A few times (2-5 times) Once    Never 

 

18. Please indicate the relative percentage of time you referred to the online 

discussions to assist in writing up the final case reports. 

 

Several times (5 or more)    A few times (2-5 times) Once    Never 

 

Assignment Use of Case Studies and Online Discussions (Graded/Non-graded) 
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19. In general, would you want to use case studies as a graded class assignment?  

 

   Yes    No 

 

20. Would you want to use case studies as a non-graded assignment (for example as 

an interesting way to apply what you are learning to the real world)?    

 

 Yes  No 

 

21. Would you want to use online discussion groups as a graded class assignment?  

 

 Yes  No 

 

22. Would you want to use online discussion groups as a non-graded assignment (for 

example as a means to collaborate with peers on an assignment, to study, etc):    

 

 Yes  No 

 

23. Please share anything you liked about the case studies: 

 

24. Please share anything you disliked about the case studies: 

 

25. Please note any additional thoughts you would like to share from your 

participation in that would help make case studies a more useful learning tool in 

the future: 
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APPENDIX O 

PEER OBSERVATION FEEDBACK FORM 
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A&P Case Study Peer Observation Feedback Form 

 

Name: ____________________________ 

Date of Observation: ___________________ 

Time observed from: ________ to : _________ 

 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this short feedback form either during or 

immediately following your observation. Please circle only one answer choice that best 

fits each statement.  

 

Student Engagement Level 

1. Please indicate the relative level of which students are attending to the case study: 

 

All 

All-1 

Most (90-99%) 

Some (50-89%) 

Few (49% or less) 

None 

 

Student Understanding Level 

2. Please indicate the relative percentage of students that appeared to understand the 

objectives of the task: 

 

All 

All-1 

Most (90-99%) 

Some (50-89%) 

Few (49% or less) 

None 
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3. Please indicate the relative percentage of students that appeared confused about the 

task objectives: 

 

All 

All-1 

Most (90-99%) 

Some (50-89%) 

Few (49% or less) 

None 

 

4. Please indicate the relative level of students that appeared "stuck" and could not move 

forward without teacher assistance: 

 

All 

All-1 

Most (90-99%) 

Some (50-89%) 

Few (49% or less) 

None 

5. Please note any additional observations in the space below.  If possible, please write 

down or paraphrase any significant student comments. 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 


